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About me...

BA and MSc in Pure Mathematics, brief spell working in
industry (Logica) before completing a PhD in Computer
Science at the University of Edinburgh in 1994.

Remained at Edinburgh first on a SERC postdoctoral
fellowship and subsequently as Lecturer, Reader, Professor.

I am currently Head of School in the School of Informatics
(approx. 145 academic staff) and I was previously Director of
Research and Director of the LFCS.

I’ve been a member of UKCRC since 2005, and on the Exec
since 2016; I currently chair the Exec.



The UKCRC

“UKCRC is an expert panel of the IET and the BCS for computing
research in the UK.
Its members are leading computing researchers from academia and
industry.”

There is an Executive Committee of 12 members, and a wider
membership of approximately 150.
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About the UKCRC

“The UK Computing Research Committee aims to promote the
vitality, quality and impact of Computing Research in the UK. Its
members are internationally leading computing researchers drawn
from both academia and industry.

The UKCRC was formed in November 2002 and is an Expert Panel
of the British Computer Society, the Council of Professors and
Heads of Computing and the Institution of Engineering &
Technology.

By contributing to policy formation within these three key national
bodies, UKCRC enables UK Computing Research to speak with a
single voice.

UKCRC presents its views to Government, Parliamentary
Committees and other agencies through pro-active submissions and
responses to consultations.”



UKCRC Executive Committee

Jane Hillston (Chair) University of Edinburgh

Ann Blandford University College London

David De Roure University of Oxford

Chris Johnson University of Glasgow

Cliff Jones University of Newcastle upon Tyne

Derek McAuley University of Nottingham

Luc Moreau Kings College

m c schraefel University of Southampton

Jie Xu University of Leeds

Edmund Robinson CPHC Representative

Ahmed Kotb IET Representative

Bill Mitchell / Julia Adamson BCS Representative

Crucially, EPSRC representatives also attend meetings of Exec
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But what is UKCRC really for....?



What has it done so far....?

Respond to Governmental and other consultations

Grand Challenges/Big Ideas

Represent the UK research community internationally

Work with CPHC on supporting early career researchers



Respond to Governmental and other consultations

Responses are submitting to all consultations where there
appears to be a specific Computing perspective

Where appropriate these are made jointly with CPHC (and
sometimes BCS/Computing Academy)

These are published on the UKCRC website, but only after the
report of the consultation is made public

Increasingly there are requests for oral evidence, or follow-up
visits to Government Departments

This looks likely to increase further
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Grand Challenges

One of the first actions of UKCRC
was to identify a number of Grand
Challenges

Reports published in 2004

Grand Challenges in both Research
and Education were identified

Led to a Grand Challenges in
Research Conferences in 2004,
2006 and 2008
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Grand Challenges

GC1: In Vivo - In Silico: A 2020 Vison on Modelling Living
Processes

GC2/4: Ubiquitous Computing: Experience, Design and Science

GC3: Memories for Life

GC5: The Architecture of Brain and Mind

GC6: Dependable Systems Evolution

GC7: Journeys into Non-Classical Computation

GC8: Learning for Life

GC9: Bringing the Past to Life



Grand Challenges

The 2008 conference issued the
challenge to each Grand Challenge
to ”move into the project phase”

They did so with varying degrees of
success – those that were
successful had a strong champion
and were able to attract funding
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Grand Challenges in Education

Perception of computing

Innovation

Competencies

Programming issues

Formalism

e-learning

Pre-university issues



Represent the UK research community internationally

We occasionally receive invitations from similar organisations
in other countries e.g. CRA and Informatics Europe

Usually send a delegate to the biennial CRA Snowbird
conference

In 2018 Chris Johnson and I attended on behalf of UKCRC

A report on this will appear on the UKCRC website shortly
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Supporting early career researchers (with CPHC)

Over the last few years there have been attempts to create
networks for early career researchers around key research
topics

These have had limited successful due to funding difficulties

Last year EPSRC and the Nottingham Digital Economy Hub
funded a workshop

UKCRC contributing to the next ”Chair in 10 years” workshop
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What else could UKCRC do...?

Make our work more visible: publish more reports and papers

Organise more events: in cooperation with EPSRC we will be
organising two ”Big Ideas” workshops later this year (July and
December)

It is not clear that we are currently contributing to policy
formation in the BCS and IET....

We are happily in dialogue with CPHC
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Organise more events: in cooperation with EPSRC we will be
organising two ”Big Ideas” workshops later this year (July and
December)

It is not clear that we are currently contributing to policy
formation in the BCS and IET....

We are happily in dialogue with CPHC — what more could we
do together?


